Chapter 1 Acceptance of the
D:1.1 Dear Brothers and
D:1.2 I come to you today as
D:1.3 What this means in
D:1.4 All of this confusion
D:1.5 And yet you know that
D:1.6 Your heart knows the
D:1.7 This acceptance is
D:1.8 This is the final
D:1.9 These anti-
D:1.10 This is the transition
D:1.11 Help is here. Be what
D:1.12 This thought makes you
D:1.13 Open your heart, for the
D:1.14   I am no longer the
D:1.15 These Dialogues are for
D:1.16

Insanity is acting as if
D:1.17 This cannot be done
D:1.18 So what is it that we
D:1.19 As you begin this
D:1.20 Is a piece of music not
D:1.21 These Dialogues begin
D:1.22 You who have joined mind
D:1.23 This is akin to thinking
D:1.24 Your Self is not
D:1.25 We are one
D:1.26 Learning accepts that
D:1.27 Thus we work now toward

Chapter 2 Acceptance and
D:2.1 You are now asked to do
D:2.2 To deny is to refuse to
D:2.3 The patterns of the new
D:2.4 Patterns are both
D:2.5 An example of a pattern
D:2.6 In the example used
D:2.7 This is not a judgment
D:2.8 If you do not realize
D:2.9 It is because the
D:2.10 It is proper now to deny
D:2.11 If you will examine this
D:2.12 This will not often
D:2.13 What is seen as not
D:2.14 Many of you have
D:2.15 Although they may not
D:2.16 Systems are the result
D:2.17 The justice system is a
D:2.18 Any system that is not
D:2.19 All systems have been
D:2.20 The seeming difficulty
D:2.21 What this points out is
D:2.22 Within is where the real

Chapter 3 The Covenant of the
D:3.1 The Covenant of the New
D:3.2 My dear brothers and
D:3.3 It calls to you and asks
D:3.4 I have purposefully used
D:3.5 As the wholehearted, you
D:3.6 Duality and contrast are
D:3.7 Our first action in
D:3.8 Let us talk again for a
D:3.9 Ideas of who you truly
D:3.10 You will notice that all
D:3.11 That giving and
D:3.12 All ideas leave not
D:3.13 Helping you to achieve
D:3.14 Giving and receiving as
D:3.15 What might this mean to
D:3.16 This is why I will often
D:3.17 This is not meant to
D:3.18 It is this difference
D:3.19 Now I realize that this
D:3.20 These are your ideas as
D:3.21 What this portion of the

Chapter 4 The New You
D:4.1 This Covenant is the
D:4.2 While not the same, you
D:4.3 It is time now for this
D:4.4 Prison is an exactly
D:4.5 For the moment,
D:4.6 I tell you truthfully
D:4.7 Just as an actual
D:4.8 A life of artificial
D:4.9 Your prison was created
D:4.10 Let’s look at each of
D:4.11 Let us begin by coming
D:4.12 Divine patterns are the
D:4.13 The two patterns, the
D:4.14 Systems of thought are
D:4.15 Systems of thought that
D:4.16 Other systems of thought
D:4.17 Externalized patterns,
D:4.18 Just as obviously, all
D:4.19 I speak of structure
D:4.20 This place and this way
D:4.21 Instead see the world
D:4.22 Beware of gifts offered
D:4.23 What has this to do with
D:4.24 Let this acceptance of

Chapter 5 True Representation
D:5.1 Within this Course your
D:5.2 These distortions
D:5.3 What we are doing now is
D:5.4 The world without was
D:5.5 Let me provide you with
D:5.6 When two bodies join and
D:5.7 You have determined sex
D:5.8 Obviously — as you have
D:5.9 Thus must it be now with
D:5.10 While you have learned
D:5.11 Remember now that you
D:5.12 Love and the loving
D:5.13 What was made of what
D:5.14 In this time of Christ,
D:5.15 What then is the call to
D:5.16 This is the answer to
D:5.17 But while this is what
D:5.18 Yet what you think
D:5.19 This is what we discuss
D:5.20 What I’m revealing to
D:5.21 You will soon wonder, if
D:5.22 So let today’s dialogue

Chapter 6 The Body and the
D:6.1 Within the text of the
D:6.2 One of the methods
D:6.3 This is what I have
D:6.4 While the false
D:6.5 Like all that was
D:6.6 The body, as all else
D:6.7 It is your perception of
D:6.8 What is not real are the
D:6.9 In the Bible there were
D:6.10 Thus must it be now with
D:6.11 This same kind of
D:6.12 What these laws of
D:6.13 What then is the call to
D:6.14 This is the answer to
D:6.15 Creation of the new will
D:6.16 Be jubilant rather than
D:6.17 If you think of the
D:6.18 You have been taught
D:6.19 When a person who has
D:6.20 What fate may offer is
D:6.21 When you remember that
D:6.22 Let us return now to the
D:6.23 The first example of the
D:6.24 We have talked of but
D:6.25 The body was, in the
D:6.26 The body is now the
D:6.27 The self of form, as
D:6.28 Form and time go

Chapter 7 Time and the
D:7.1 Just as when you were a
D:7.2 You were told within
D:7.3 You were also told
D:7.4 Experiences of form take
D:7.5 What was created cannot
D:7.6 Action is the bridge
D:7.7 You have been told that
D:7.8 That you are living form
D:7.9 Matter is simply another
D:7.10 Realize that this is a
D:7.11 But again, we start with
D:7.12 Discovery is not the
D:7.13 This discovery can only
D:7.14 Being in love is a
D:7.15 The observation,
D:7.16 Observation takes place
D:7.17 Desire is an
D:7.18 Revelation is of God.
D:7.19 Discovery is not bound
D:7.20 With your new awareness
D:7.21 Evolution is the
D:7.22 Time-bound evolution is
D:7.23 Everyone knows, in this
D:7.24 Everyone knows that this
D:7.25 These scenarios of fear
D:7.26 In order to facilitate
D:7.27 This circle in which you
D:7.28 You might begin by
D:7.29 Thus we will begin once

Chapter 8 The Territory of
D:8.1 Continuing to imagine
D:8.2 Imagine this first as a
D:8.3 All of these ideas we
D:8.4 You might think of this
D:8.5 To accept this is to
D:8.6 This idea will aid you
D:8.7 While discovery of the
D:8.8 Now this is not new
D:8.9 So what we are
D:8.10 The self and the
D:8.11 Expand your reach! Step
D:8.12 The divided self is the
D:8.13 Do not be surprised,

Chapter 9 Awareness that Does
D:9.1 The door that is being
D:9.2 The final thought
D:9.3 You continue to think
D:9.4 But you have thought
D:9.5 Thought is a practice
D:9.6 But your reality has
D:9.7 As we continue, you may
D:9.8 This may seem as well to
D:9.9 The same is true of the
D:9.10 Just as the Art of
D:9.11 We thus return to
D:9.12 The goal and
D:9.13 This is how you must now
D:9.14 If we return to the

Chapter 10 The Goal and the
D:10.1 What is found outside of
D:10.2 Learning is about the
D:10.3 You think that the use
D:10.4 Now you might be
D:10.5 Working with what is in
D:10.6 The goal and
D:10.7 In this time of Christ,

Chapter 11 The Return to
D:11.1 We haven’t, here, been
D:11.2 You might even consider
D:11.3 You might imagine that
D:11.4 In the opening page of
D:11.5 Your thoughts are the
D:11.6 Let me ask you a
D:11.7 The way to achieve this
D:11.8 Now I return you to your
D:11.9 You have been told you
D:11.10 These answers lie within
D:11.11 To believe that you are
D:11.12 The giving and receiving
D:11.13 These words give
D:11.14 In other words, the
D:11.15 What then becomes the
D:11.16 Do you still believe
D:11.17 There is no truth
D:11.18 Turn now not to your

Chapter 12 The Body and Your
D:12.1 In the terms in which
D:12.2 You may have pictured
D:12.3 They are, quite simply,
D:12.4 This work is called a
D:12.5 Now you may not "think"
D:12.6 This is why we work now
D:12.7 Let your reception of

Chapter 13 Sharing and a
D:13.1 There is no danger, in
D:13.2 What you will be coming
D:13.3 The first is that what
D:13.4 What is known to you in
D:13.5 What comes of unity is
D:13.6 You will know that this
D:13.7 This need not overly
D:13.8 You have been told and
D:13.9 Just as you were taught
D:13.10 Sharing in relationship
D:13.11 We come now to the
D:13.12 This is why you were

Chapter 14 New Frontiers
D:14.1 Discovery is more, of
D:14.2 Here it will be helpful
D:14.3 The Self is not separate
D:14.4 Let me remind you again
D:14.5 I would suggest
D:14.6 One of the major
D:14.7 It has been said often
D:14.8 Your openness will not
D:14.9 Your awareness of the
D:14.10 Coming to know is the
D:14.11 To expand is to open
D:14.12 Becoming is all about a
D:14.13 Again, these ideas can
D:14.14 Thus, what is discovered
D:14.15 This reality begins with
D:14.16 Being whole is being
D:14.17 This wholeness of being

Chapter 15 Becoming and the
D:15.1 Before creation of the
D:15.2 The first principle of
D:15.3 Life and the movement of
D:15.4 The second principle of
D:15.5 Life is movement through
D:15.6 These are not, however,
D:15.7 Let me use the creation
D:15.8 Then God, a being,
D:15.9 I repeat this story not
D:15.10 They were barren form.
D:15.11 Time is what begins and
D:15.12 Expression, movement,
D:15.13 To try to capture the
D:15.14 You might say that the
D:15.15 You have all been
D:15.16 You have been prepared
D:15.17 Maintenance is thought
D:15.18 Maintenance assumes that
D:15.19 And so we begin with the
D:15.20 To move from maintenance
D:15.21 Let this idea enter you
D:15.22 This step was like the
D:15.23 Here is where you work
D:15.24 What you will have

Chapter 16 From Image to
D:16.1 Barren forms might be
D:16.2 The creation story is
D:16.3 To be barren is to be
D:16.4 You can be an expression

Chapter 17 The Secret of
D:17.1 To succeed is to follow
D:17.2 The series build to a
D:17.3 The secret of succession

The Forty Days and Forty Nights

Day 1 Accept Me
D:Day1.1 Acceptance of me is
D:Day1.2 Beliefs are not what is
D:Day1.3 We are here on the top
D:Day1.4 Why should this be so
D:Day1.5 In these examples we are
D:Day1.6 Now that you have moved
D:Day1.7 If you are to succeed
D:Day1.8 Why are we so linked
D:Day1.9 Not accepting me would
D:Day1.10 This would be like
D:Day1.11 Many people now are
D:Day1.12 It matters not. The
D:Day1.13 God cares not what you
D:Day1.14 Had any of the holy men
D:Day1.15 You are all beloved sons
D:Day1.16 I am not your teacher
D:Day1.17 Your desire to know me
D:Day1.18 Let us return a moment
D:Day1.19 The story of Adam and
D:Day1.20 The New Testament was
D:Day1.21 This fulfillment of
D:Day1.22 The story came after the
D:Day1.23 There is no story to
D:Day1.24 Yet this return to
D:Day1.25 This has been spoken of
D:Day1.26 You are living history.

Day 2 Accept Your Self
D:Day2.1 Acceptance of your Self
D:Day2.2 You have let go the ego,
D:Day2.3 All of these moments you
D:Day2.4 You are like an inventor
D:Day2.5 This is the time of
D:Day2.6 And yet you cannot still
D:Day2.7 This is the feeling that
D:Day2.8 Part of this feeling
D:Day2.9 These are mainly, in
D:Day2.10 Let me ask you now, are
D:Day2.11 Now is the time for
D:Day2.12 Conversely, were you the
D:Day2.13 I could give thousands
D:Day2.14 We speak not of
D:Day2.15 But just as you are
D:Day2.16 This is an example from
D:Day2.17 For many of you the
D:Day2.18 As was said within this
D:Day2.19 So let us consider my
D:Day2.20 My life consisted of the
D:Day2.21 You have accounts of my
D:Day2.22 It was in awareness of

Day 3 Accept Abundance
D:Day3.1 Accept your anger for it
D:Day3.2 What was it that was
D:Day3.3 In the area of the body
D:Day3.4 With your heart you grew
D:Day3.5 So our first point of
D:Day3.6 There is one area that
D:Day3.7 You may believe a
D:Day3.8 You may believe that
D:Day3.9 Just posing the idea
D:Day3.10 In such a case, would it
D:Day3.11 Let us return for a
D:Day3.12 It is only because some
D:Day3.13 This is the basic
D:Day3.14 To think in such terms,
D:Day3.15 Yet how can you accept
D:Day3.16 Thus must this source of
D:Day3.17 Let's go back to the
D:Day3.18 These are those who are
D:Day3.19 The degree of your
D:Day3.20 The power of money to
Day 4 The New Temptations

Day 4.1 While we will broaden
Day 4.2 Yet we do not argue
Day 4.3 How can you feel as if
Day 4.4 Real choice is the first
Day 4.5 As we discussed in
Day 4.6 The divine design of
Day 4.7 Learning was not meant
Day 4.8 Even after the onset of
Day 4.9 The ability to learn is
Day 4.10 You are here now not to
Day 4.11 This is the new choice,
Day 4.12 The second new
Day 4.13 You have been told that

Day 4.14 Access, then, is the key
Day 4.15 We have spoken at some
Day 4.16 If you will contemplate
Day 4.17 Let me assure you of
Day 4.18 The problem with this
Day 4.19 The example often used
Day 4.20 In the time of learning,
Day 4.21 This feeling of being
Day 4.22 What could bring solace
Day 4.23 The answer to both come
Day 4.24 What many forgot, after
Day 4.25 Your anger here extends
Day 4.26 Union is both the
Day 4.27 To know the basic truth
Day 4.28 Within you is the access
Day 4.29 The access that you seek
Day 4.30 Thinking, in this time
Day 4.31 In practical terms, you
Day 4.32 Access simply exists
Day 4.33 Many, however, have
Day 4.34 There is a similar type
Day 4.35 You might think of the
Day 4.36 We talked earlier of
Day 4.37 This is a longing that
Day 4.38 You must realize that
Day 4.39 What choice have you
Day 4.40 What tempts you here? To
Day 4.41 But what, you might ask,
Day 4.42 Smile with me now, as
Day 4.43 Or do you wish to go
Day 4.44 You have been brought
Day 4.45 This is real choice.
Day 4.46 I do not have to spell
Day 4.47 The old challenges, the
Day 4.48 Your desire and your
Day 4.49 These are the only
Day 4.50 This may seem odd timing
Day 4.51 To be called to make a
Day 4.52 I have not so directly
Day 4.53 As we move into full
Day 4.54 You but think that you
Day 4.55 Think a moment of the
Day 4.56 This choice has come
Day 4.57 We are here for the
Day 4.58 Here is the beginning
Day 4.59 Join me in this choice,
Day 4.60 Our forward movement

Day 5 Access to Unity

Day 5.1 A point of access will
Day 5.2 For each of you this
Day 5.3 For many of you,
Day 5.4 As we said yesterday,
Day 5.5 This focal point must be
Day 5.6 What we have focused on
Day 5.7 Unity and Love — as we

Day 6 The Time In Between

Day 6.1 We now will discuss
Day 6.2 While you know this is
Day 6.3 Before we can continue
Day 6.4 Since we have often
Day 6.5 Movement, Being,
Day 6.6 How might these things
Day 6.7 At one time the creation
Day 6.8 Every creative piece of
Day 6.9 In all stages of its
Day 6.10 You are a work of art
Day 6.11 You have been told you
Day 6.12 You are not separate now
Day 6.13 Now, in returning to one
Day 6.14 Let’s begin with the
Day 6.15 Yet realize that if you
Day 6.16 They will facilitate
Day 6.17 This does not, however,
Day 6.18 It also does not mean
Day 6.19 Learning takes the
Day 6.20 I know it doesn’t always
Day 6.21 This place within is
Day 6.22 The point here, however,
Day 6.23 Think a moment about a
Day 6.24 You have done your
Day 6.25 Thinking of our
Day 6.26 Our dialogue is not
Day 6.27 As your belief grows in
Day 6.28 But this very knowing of
Day 6.29 Now let’s address this
Day 6.30 Do you need to feel
Day 6.31 There is, thus, no call
Day 6.32 Does this work of
Day 6.33 Let us speak now of the
Day 7 Conditions of the Time
D:Day7.1 What does the idea of
D:Day7.2 Denial of the self was
D:Day7.3 Acceptance of your Self
D:Day7.4 Life is now supported.
D:Day7.5 You must realize here
D:Day7.6 Love replaces fear and
D:Day7.7 Another condition of the
D:Day7.8 Again let me remind you
D:Day7.9 The conditions that
D:Day7.10 A further condition of
D:Day7.11 Conditions of the time
D:Day7.12 There are many lesser
D:Day7.13 It is easy to see from
D:Day7.14 Obviously your
D:Day7.15 Access to unity is a
D:Day7.16 When your natural state
D:Day7.17 There will be, however,
D:Day7.18 And yet what we are
D:Day7.19 The conditions of the
D:Day7.20 The condition of the
D:Day7.21 There is an acceptance

Day 8 Accept the Present
D:Day8.1 Some of you have felt,
D:Day8.2 If you can’t remove
D:Day8.3 But here is the point
D:Day8.4 Realize that your desire
D:Day8.5 Does accepting that you
D:Day8.6 Yet to state that you do
D:Day8.7 Now you may have been
D:Day8.8 All power to effect
D:Day8.9 Gossip would be an easy
D:Day8.10 Not all situations will
D:Day8.11 This acceptance is the
D:Day8.12 Will knowing your
D:Day8.13 Remember that you have
D:Day8.14 Even this type of seeing
D:Day8.15 If you replace the act
D:Day8.16 This is the importance
D:Day8.17 We have talked little of
D:Day8.18 Another error can occur
D:Day8.19 Does this seem
D:Day8.20 When you develop a false
D:Day8.21 Now you must realize
D:Day8.22 If anger arises in you
D:Day8.23 Remember always that we
D:Day8.24 Let me repeat a passage
D:Day8.25 Non-acceptance in any
D:Day8.26 The very idea of
D:Day8.27 I have called this time
D:Day8.28 Realize how freeing it
D:Day8.29 Remove all thinking that
D:Day8.30 I call you now to

Day 9 Freedom
D:Day9.1 Freedom from want,
D:Day9.2 Allow yourself, now, to
D:Day9.3 In other words, express
D:Day9.4 You who do not feel
D:Day9.5 We will practice here to
D:Day9.6 Freedom is nothing other
D:Day9.7 Realize now the truth of
D:Day9.8 Today, I would like you
D:Day9.9 Let’s begin this day
D:Day9.10 Where might your notion
D:Day9.11 As was said earlier, all
D:Day9.12 Realize now that your
D:Day9.13 This ideal image is
D:Day9.14 But this ideal image is
D:Day9.15 As with most goals of
D:Day9.16 The idea of your
D:Day9.17 How will you ever
D:Day9.18 An idealized image, like
D:Day9.19 All ideas such as those
D:Day9.20 While language cannot be
D:Day9.21 To represent an image is
D:Day9.22 What an image does is
D:Day9.23 You are the "same" or
D:Day9.24 Your freedom is
D:Day9.25 What are these
D:Day9.26 What might happen if you
D:Day9.27 Nothing, not even the
D:Day9.28 All of these learning
D:Day9.29 All you need do is look
D:Day9.30 Now we must return to
D:Day9.31 Thus you can see that a
D:Day9.32 You might ask here what
D:Day9.33 This pattern will be

Day 10 Power
D:Day10.1 Power is the ability to
D:Day10.2 See you now why the
D:Day10.3 We have talked before of
D:Day10.4 Conviction is tied to
D:Day10.5 Realize that in the time
D:Day10.6 Confidence in your
D:Day10.7 The feelings that lead
D:Day10.8 This intuition came as a
D:Day10.9 There are other
D:Day10.10 This type of intuition
D:Day10.11 What you have trusted in
D:Day10.12 Feelings come from the
D:Day10.13 This also relates to our
D:Day10.14 Because you believe that
D:Day10.15 Pause a moment here
D:Day10.16 When I call you to
D:Day10.17 Part of the difficulty
D:Day10.18 You have "learned" the
D:Day10.19 Thus I will speak to you
D:Day10.20 I ask you not to give up

Day 11 Christ-Consciousness
D:Day11.1 We are one Self. How
D:Day11.2 Because we are one
D:Day11.3 The elevation of the
D:Day11.4 The One Self exists
D:Day11.5 All the benefits you
D:Day11.6 Separation, of itself,
D:Day11.7 Christ-consciousness is
D:Day11.8 Life is the connecting

Day 12 The Spacious Self
D:Day12.1 Now we listen to
D:Day12.2 Imagine the air around
D:Day12.3 The merging of form with
D:Day12.4 The space of the One
D:Day12.5 Navigating this endless
D:Day12.6 When an obstacle of
D:Day12.7 All obstacles of form
D:Day12.8 Not all forms will be
D:Day12.9 Non-human obstacles have
D:Day12.10 This is joining in

Day 13 Union with the
D:Day13.1 Once the One Self became
D:Day13.2 The "one" self of form
D:Day13.3 You are thus not meant
D:Day13.4 The love that is found
D:Day13.5 Thus is explained the
D:Day13.6 Imagine the spacious
D:Day13.7 The same is true of all
D:Day13.8 Once fear is gone, true

Day 14 Healing
D:Day14.1 All time is included in
Day 25 Tending Your Garden
D:Day25.1 Emptiness of mind will
D:Day25.2 You need not be content
D:Day25.3 You are not what you
D:Day25.4 You need not, in this
D:Day25.5 Rather than a time of
D:Day25.6 When feeling reflective,
D:Day25.7 This is a time of

Day 26 Self-Guidance
D:Day26.1 It has been said that
D:Day26.2 Let us talk a moment of
D:Day26.3 Now let's speak a moment
D:Day26.4 A guide shows the way,
D:Day26.5 You can trust in your
D:Day26.6 Your self-guidance can
D:Day26.7 This alchemical
D:Day26.8 Self-guidance is the

Day 27 The Apprehension of
D:Day27.1 Think now not of being
D:Day27.2 You have been asked to
D:Day27.3 Experiencing life
D:Day27.4 Inner-sight made an
D:Day27.5 This is the quality of
D:Day27.6 Coming to know is not an
D:Day27.7 Now you are asked to
D:Day27.8 As you continue to
D:Day27.9 The two levels of
D:Day27.10 To be able to hold onto,
D:Day27.11 As darkness and light,
D:Day27.12 The degree of your
D:Day27.13 That you are who you are
D:Day27.14 This is what we move
D:Day27.15 Life, your humanity, is
D:Day27.16 Separation, as well as

Day 28 From Externally to
D:Day28.1 At one time there seemed
D:Day28.2 Most of you have
D:Day28.3 The first stage of
D:Day28.4 As the time of schooling
D:Day28.5 All of these choices are
D:Day28.6 At this level, some
D:Day28.7 All of these stages may
D:Day28.8 Now something new
D:Day28.9 This must be kept
D:Day28.10 You and your life are
D:Day28.11 You and God are one.
D:Day28.12 This is
D:Day28.13 Depending on the
D:Day28.14 If the attitude you will
D:Day28.15 Most people feel at

Day 29 The Common Denominator
D:Day29.1 This is where we begin
D:Day29.2 Your "self" will no
D:Day29.3 Mind and heart joined as
D:Day29.4 This is no more
D:Day29.5 Your access to union, so
D:Day29.6 Your familiarity with
D:Day29.7 A new state of being is
D:Day29.8 You are thus, as always,

Day 30 Yielding to Wholeness
D:Day30.1 What is held in common
D:Day30.2 The two levels of
D:Day30.3 A denominator is a named
D:Day30.4 Wholeness cannot be
D:Day30.5 Now let us consider this

Day 31 Joining
D:Day31.1 Joining is both about
D:Day31.2 While you have been
D:Day31.3 What the mountain top
D:Day31.4 As has already been
D:Day31.5 To have experienced only
D:Day31.6 All experience is a
D:Day31.7 Joining is
D:Day31.8 The beginning of this

Day 32 The Experience of the
D:Day32.1 The experience of the
D:Day32.2 If all of life is the
D:Day32.3 Here we must revisit the
D:Day32.4 Let us discuss, for a
D:Day32.5 First we will look at
D:Day32.6 What would the purpose
D:Day32.7 Another concept of God
D:Day32.8 Another idea of God
D:Day32.9 Yet most religious
D:Day32.10 A concept of God is not
D:Day32.11 Jesus spoke to you of
D:Day32.12 Yet to believe that God

Day 33 Being in Relationship
D:Day33.1 As we begin to speak of
D:Day33.2 Relationship is the
D:Day33.3 All relationship is holy
D:Day33.4 While these may seem
D:Day33.5 Say to yourself, as you
D:Day33.6 You are being a who.
D:Day33.7 You might think of being
D:Day33.8 How, then, do you
D:Day33.9 Yet the response of love
D:Day33.10 The only way that you
D:Day33.11 All relationship is with
D:Day33.12 Being is power.
D:Day33.13 And yet, since no one
D:Day33.14 This is the power of
D:Day33.15 But again, despite that
D:Day33.16 Thus when you realize

Day 34 Saying Yes to Power
D:Day34.1 Power is of creation,
D:Day34.2 Creation simply does
D:Day34.3 Relationship is needed
D:Day34.4 The wholehearted desire
D:Day34.5 This wholehearted desire
D:Day34.6 This is your world and
D:Day34.7 If you do not make real
D:Day34.8 Thus we continue to draw

Day 35 Being a Creator in
D:Day35.1 In your relationship to
D:Day35.2 In this fullness of
D:Day35.3 This fullness of being
D:Day35.4 You have known yourself
D:Day35.5 So you might ask, was it
D:Day35.6 How is knowing this
D:Day35.7 What we speak of when
D:Day35.8 These are ideas that
D:Day35.9 Ideas are neither
D:Day35.10 Giving ideas life is the
D:Day35.11 As a creator of life,
D:Day35.12 Only through unity and
D:Day35.13 Unity is oneness of
D:Day35.14 Being a creator must
D:Day35.15 To create without the
D:Day35.16 Creation has produced
D:Day35.17 If creation only occurs
Day 36 Who You Are in Unity
D:Day36.1 The exercise of your...
D:Day36.2 As an ego-self, you...
D:Day36.3 Your experiences in...
D:Day36.4 Powerlessness is moving...
D:Day36.5 You have felt like the...
D:Day36.6 This is where you begin...
D:Day36.7 When you start over,...
D:Day36.8 Can you not see that if...
D:Day36.9 This is a true starting...
D:Day36.10 The difference here is...
D:Day36.11 There is only difference...
D:Day36.12 What we have called...
D:Day36.13 Despite all of this, you...
D:Day36.14 Because you have always...
D:Day36.15 To be a being of...
D:Day36.16 When you realize that...
D:Day36.17 God remains God who is...
D:Day36.18 Yet you do not disappear...
D:Day36.19 You can see, now,

Day 37 A New Idea of God
D:Day37.1 What we have just done...
D:Day37.2 If you no longer believe...
D:Day37.3 Recall that creation...
D:Day37.4 This could not help but...
D:Day37.5 You have thus...
D:Day37.6 Relationship and union...
D:Day37.7 How then, you might ask,...
D:Day37.8 You keep striving for...
D:Day37.9 One of the reasons you...
D:Day37.10 And then you realize...
D:Day37.11 Subtract any sum from...
D:Day37.12 Let us look for a moment...
D:Day37.13 You have, quite simply,...
D:Day37.14 You have known that...
D:Day37.15 But more fundamentally...
D:Day37.16 Unfortunately, this is...
D:Day37.17 Perception and knowing...
D:Day37.18 Certainly you "feel"...
D:Day37.19 This is "who" you have...
D:Day37.20 Now let us talk of...
D:Day37.21 God is being in unity...
D:Day37.22 This "link" is very...
D:Day37.23 God the Father is an...
D:Day37.24 Jesus, the example life...
D:Day37.25 Jesus was all of God and...
D:Day37.26 The only real difference...
D:Day37.27 By simply being, you...
D:Day37.28 Holy relationship is...

Day 38 Who I am
D:Day38.1 My beloved,...
D:Day38.2 We have not spoken much...
D:Day38.3 Now we set aside once...
D:Day38.4 Being full of love for...
D:Day38.5 Call me God the Father,...
D:Day38.6 Call yourself daughter...
D:Day38.7 And realize that as I...
D:Day38.8 This is the meaning of...
D:Day38.9 You are ready now to...
D:Day38.10 Relationship and union...
D:Day38.11 There is a subtle and...
D:Day38.12 Community, or union...
D:Day38.13 Who I am to you, and...
D:Day38.14 Fullness comes only from...

Day 39 Who I am to You
D:Day39.1 My beloved,...
D:Day39.2 It is time now to come...
D:Day39.3 You have heard of life...
D:Day39.4 You may find it...
D:Day39.5 We are going to speak...
D:Day39.6 This is the beginning of...
D:Day39.7 "Between" you and me is...
D:Day39.8 Contemplate the "buffer"...
D:Day39.9 Being in union is being...
D:Day39.10 This is why you must...
D:Day39.11 Establishing this...
D:Day39.12 Relationship itself is...
D:Day39.13 Thus, both must occur as...
D:Day39.14 This is like the big...
D:Day39.15 What must occur now...
D:Day39.16 Let me tell you what has...
D:Day39.17 Who I have been to you...
D:Day39.18 You have separated me...
D:Day39.19 Thus your ideas of the...
D:Day39.20 Have I been a benevolent...
D:Day39.21 Have I been a judgmental...
D:Day39.22 Have I been a powerful...
D:Day39.23 Have I been a distant...
D:Day39.24 Have I been a God you...
D:Day39.25 Have I been a fair God?...
D:Day39.26 Have I been the God of...
D:Day39.27 Have I been a God of...
D:Day39.28 Have I been a God of...
D:Day39.29 Have I been all of...
D:Day39.30 Has your God not been a...
D:Day39.31 Have you had no god, no...
D:Day39.32 Have you had no god, no...
D:Day39.33 Everyone has a god...

Day 40 Who You Are to Me
D:Day40.1 Through your extension...
D:Day40.2 All that being is was...
D:Day40.3 Although this is a...
D:Day40.4 I did not make you in my...
D:Day40.5 Love of itself has no...
D:Day40.6 Through the application...
D:Day40.7 When I created, I...
D:Day40.8 When you create, you...
D:Day40.9 This tension, or...
D:Day40.10 Lest you do not fully...
D:Day40.11 Love has no attributes, ...
D:Day40.12 Does this help you...
D:Day40.13 Recall what was said...
D:Day40.14 The difference between...
D:Day40.15 Only in my relationship...
D:Day40.16 Just as you have had...
D:Day40.17 You would perhaps beg to...
D:Day40.18 You would perhaps beg to...
D:Day40.19 This is true. You know...
D:Day40.20 This Self with whom you...
D:Day40.21 God is a relationship...
D:Day40.22 As a separate being, you...
D:Day40.23 Now, as you recognize, ...
D:Day40.24 But what does this...
D:Day40.25 How often have you said...
D:Day40.26 Perhaps you have noticed...
D:Day40.27 Is this really so...
D:Day40.28 Further, this is saying...
D:Day40.29 Who you are being in...
D:Day40.30 With this ability to...
D:Day40.31 What has been the...
D:Day40.32 You are my beloved. We...
D:Day40.33 When you turn the last...
D:Day40.34 Will you continue this...
D:Day40.35 Will you be the...
Epilogue — A Note on Being

E.1 Ah, imagine now what it
E.2 Believe it or not, you
E.3 You are in relationship
E.4 You have returned to
E.5 You are returned to your
E.6 This little note is just
E.7 There is no becoming. As
E.8 You no longer have a
E.9 For as long as you know
E.10 You can do everything
E.11 You will not realize
E.12 You will also not
E.13 What you "realize" now
E.14 You will no longer need
E.15 These are both
E.16 There is no longer an
E.17 You do not as yet think
E.18 This dialogue has been
E.19 Leave these words behind
E.20 Do not be afraid now to
E.21 This difference, if you
E.22 If you will but let it
E.23 It will be possible for
E.24 When you meet what you
E.25 This one note, this
E.26 You will remember, just
E.27 What will there be to
E.28 Does this seem like a
E.29 Be happy that there is
E.30 You now know how to

Addendum — Learning in the Time of Christ

A.1 A
A.2 Yet, as your work with A
A.3 Perception is the result
A.4 Since the mind is the
A.5 This is not to say that
A.6 This is recommended for
A.7 When you succeed at
A.8 In wholeheartedness,
A.9 Now you may feel quite
A.10 Often you will find a
A.11 What you will find
A.12 Am I telling you not to
A.13 Through receptivity,
A.14 You are patient, loving,
A.15 The task of facilitators
A.16 Can students be
A.17 Those who do not enter
A.18 Let me be clear. The
A.19 The way of the heart is
A.20 Collectively and
A.21 For those ready for a
A.22 The way of learning in
A.23 Facilitators can rely on
A.24 Through receptivity is
A.25 Readers then naturally
A.26 Readers who have not
A.27 Rather than being in a
A.28 At this point, groups
A.29 The forward motion,
A.30 The impatience of the
A.31 Now, despite the
A.32 Assisting individuals
A.33 Often here the
A.34 The achievements of the
A.35 Beyond the coursework of
A.36 Creation is a
A.37 Creation is an unending
A.38 "Listen and you will
A.39 This is a time of great
A.40 This is what dialogue,
A.41 This relationship
A.42 You are not a "student"
A.43 What now will be your
A.44 For each, being Who You
A.45 This Course becomes a
A.46 What continues of this
A.47 Gather still with those
A.48 Go forth not as
A.49 Bring your voice to this
A.50 Beloved brothers and